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1- Day cultural trip in Taipei 
Date：2020／02／08 

Day.1 
Howard Civil Service International HouseJust Sleep Taipei NTUNational Palace 

Museum Silks palace taiwanese food court DaDaoCheng(大稻埕)return home~ 

0730-0800 

Good morning~Gather at the Howard Civil Service International House& Just Sleep 

Taipei NTU,please vest and wearing a red lion leader seat allocation report. To facilitate 

the work 

0830-1130 

National Palace Museum 

The National Palace Museum, located in Taipei,Taiwan,has a permanent collection of nearly 

700,000 pieces of ancient Chinese imperial artifacts and artworks,making it one of the largest of 

its type in the world.The collection encompasses 8,000 years of history of Chinese art from the 

Neolithic age to the modern.Most of the collection are high quality pieces collected by China's 

emperors.The National Palace Museum shares its roots with the Palace Museum in the 

Forbidden City, whose extensive collection of artwork and artifacts were built upon the imperial 

 collections of the Ming and Qing dynasties. 

 

1200-1330 

Silks palace taiwanese food court 

Dine among and on imperial treasures at the Grand Opening of Silks Palace. 

The art of Chinese cuisine can now be experienced by the public in Taipei alongside the most 

comprehensive collection of Chinese artifacts in the world! 
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1400-1700 

DaDaoCheng(大稻埕) 

Dadaocheng (大稻埕) is undoubtedly one of Taipei’s most compelling neighborhoods and best 

places to explore on foot. While Wanhua, the historical Old City to the south, is a magnet for 

tourists, serious history & culture fans can’t miss Dadaocheng. 

Twatutia, as Dadaocheng is pronounced in the Hokkien (Taiwanese) language, was once the 

second largest city in Taiwan after Tainan, the original capital in the south, 

Most goods entered Taipei at Twatutia Wharf on the Tamsui (Danshui) River. Dihua Street, the 

area’s main thoroughfare, developed into a sprawling place of trade in tea, medicine, herbs, 

fabrics, and all manner of dried goods, as it remains today. The area also contains some of 

the most interesting temples in Taipei. 

 

1730-- Goodbye treasure, look at the next reunion~ 
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